Disease Control Priorities, 3rd edition: cancer package principles and overview

Most of the global cancer burden is in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs), and their share of the burden is increasing. However, the needed investment in cancer control has not kept pace.

As part of the third volume, on cancer, of the World Bank’s latest edition of Disease Control Priorities, we designed a package of essential cancer control interventions to provide policy makers and funders with an adaptable model package of services for expanding locally appropriate cancer control that can be implemented over time and together with expanding universal health coverage. Included interventions meet effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, feasibility, and affordability criteria using analytical methods that are replicable for customising packages to local needs.

We sought cost and cost-effectiveness data for a wide range of effective cancer interventions that address significant cancer burdens, with preference for data from LMICs. We applied standard criteria to these, in combination with epidemiological data, to define a set of interventions that could be considered appropriate in many LMICs.

The defined package includes: prevention of tobacco-related cancer and virus-related liver and cervical cancers; diagnosis and treatment of early breast cancer, cervical cancer, and selected childhood cancers; and widespread availability of palliative care, including opioid drugs. Once initial investments were made in infrastructure and personnel, these interventions would cost an additional US$20 billion per year worldwide, or about 3% of current public sector health spending in LMICs.

Implementation of a locally appropriate cancer control package would substantially reduce suffering and premature death from cancer before 2030 and result in even greater improvements thereafter. It will take years to decades to build national cancer control systems, particularly in low-income countries, but delaying planning and first steps will only delay the realisation of competent cancer control.
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